**Hey Diddle Diddle** – Key Signs with Song Lyrics

Hey diddle diddle, the cat and the fiddle

The cow jumped over the moon.

The little dog laughed to see such fun

And the dish ran away with the spoon.

* Use natural gesture

* Refer to Key Signs Sheet for recommended natural gesture
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**Hey Diddle Diddle - Key Signs**

**CAT -**
Stroke back of open non-dominant hand with fingers of open dominant hand, twice.

**FIDDLE - Use natural gesture**
e.g. Mime playing violin or fiddle

**COW -**
Place fists on either side of forehead - simultaneously move both hands out and up in an arc.

**OVER -**
Move relaxed open dominant hand, palm down, in a forward arc over the back of the relaxed open non-dominant hand.

**MOON -**
Extend dominant index finger and thumb and hold this formation at head height. Move in a short downward arc, closing index finger onto thumb.

**DOG -**
Hit thigh with open dominant hand, brace.

**SEE -**
Move dominant index finger forward from eye.

**FUN -**
Extend and crook index finger of dominant hand, palm facing away from body. Tap index finger against cheek, twice.

**DISH/PLATE -**
Move extended dominant index finger in a circle above palm of open non-dominant hand.

**RUN -**
Move fists in alternate forward circles (as when running).
**Hey Diddle Diddle - Key Signs**

| SPOON - | Move lips of extended dominant index and middle fingers in small forward circles in front of chin. |

---
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Hey Diddle Diddle - Picture Song Board

Instructions: Point to the pictures of 'key words' at the same time as singing the song. Have fun!